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VICTORIA VYNN MEGA BASE
MILKY WHITE - 8 ml

Price 41,00 zł

Availability Always on stock

Shipping time 48 hours

Number 331308

Manufacturer Victoria Vynn

Product description
Nail superstructure and extension
Strengthening of the natural nail plate
Under all light curing styling

For many seasons beauty industry has been dominated by the trend of emphasizing naturalness.

To meet the expectations of our customers, VICTORIA VYNN extends the bestseller GEL POLISH MEGA BASE line with a
very fashionable and popular MILKY WHITE.
Application of MILKY WHITE with the hybrid top gives the styling a healthy and natural look.
Milky white with 60% coverage level. Ideal for natural manicures and Baby Boomer styling.

Product Features:

Thick consistency
Self-levelling formula
Flexible coating, resistant to mechanical damage
Multifunctional
It has a dispersion layer
For LED and UV lamps

Advantages:

Plate extension on the template up to 7 mm
Natural manicure with base and top coat
Does not turn yellow
Quick work
No blockages
Fills all irregularities

Benefits:

Reinforcement of the natural plate
Replenishable
Hardened plate
Durable styling
For all light curing styling
Trendy color

Application:
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Prepare the natural nail plate: shape, lightly mat, clean and degrease
Apply Tape Bond and wait about 30 seconds.
Cut the form and fit to the free edge of the nail
Apply Mega Base to the form and nail, create skeleton and cure 30 sec. Remove the mould
Apply a second coat of Mega Base, build up the apex, shape and cure 60 sec.
Using an alcohol-based liquid, remove the dispersion layer, correct the shape with a file, matt, clean and degrease.
Finish the planned styling. Apply your chosen polish and hybrid top coat, harden each layer.
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